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the ends of the arms fit so that there is a space of about one fourth inch all around. (See Fig. 194.) This space may be filled with oakum well driven in. It is clear that the rim in this case acts as a free ring and is subjected solely to centrifugal tension .*
Joints in the rim must always be a source of weakness whether located at the end of the arms or midway between arms.
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fig. 195.
If a flanged joint midway between the arms is used, such as is shown in Fig. 195, which is common practice for split band-wheels of medium size, the flanges should be deep radially and well braced by ribs. The bolts should be as close to the rim as possible, and a tension rod should carry the extra stress (due to the weight of the heavy joint and its velocity) to the hub. Experiments made by Prof. C. H. Benjamin f show that the use of such tie-rods increases the strength of the wheel 100 per cent over that of a similar wheel without tie-rods. He also found that jointed rims are only one fourth as strong as solid rims.
Probably as strong a form of cast-iron built-up wheel for heavy duty as any yet designed is one described by Mr. John Fritz,J having a hollow rim and many arms.
But, at the best, cast iron is an uncertain material to use for such tensile and flexure stresses as are induced in a heavy-duty fly-wheel, and it is wiser to make such wheels of structural steel. A built-up wheel having a disk or web of steel plates and a rim of the same material, all joints being carefully "broken " and strongly riveted, is so much better than any built-up cast-
* See Trans. A. S. M. E., Vol. XX, p. 944, and Vol. XXI, p. 322. t Ibid., Vols. XX and XXIII. t Ibid., Vol. XXI.

